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CONFIDENTIAL 31 August 1965

Informal and Confidential Memorandum from the Seer©iary=-Gen©ral
for the Members of the Security Council OR the Current

Situation in Kashmir as it Relates to the Ceaso=»Flres the 03333=
ini , _ L__FireM Line and, the Operation of UKMOGIP

This informal rasmorandm relating to the current situation affecting

the Cease=Fire and the Cease=>Fir© Line (CFL) in Kashmir has bean prepared

for the personal and confidential information of the Members of the Security

Councilo It is being delivered by hand on 31 August to each member After

iHuch thought^ I have decided not to make a formal rsport for circulation

to the Council as an official and therefore public document because I am

convinced that at this time .1 public airing by me of the current events

in Kashmir would not be helpful to my continuing though quiet efforts

tovjard a restoration of calm and of normal- conditions along the CFL thereo

I especially wish to avoid any action which might acerbate the situation

and harden positions, It is highly important at this critical juncture,,

as I see its to kasp channels of communication opsn0 The primary purpose

of this report, therefore* is to inform the Members of the serious

situation that has developed in Kashmirs of my deep concejm about itfl and

of the steps I have been taking in pa^t wgeks in seeking to cheek further

dsterloration of that, situation and te> restore nonaal conditions in the airoac

There can be little dotabt that the Kashmir problem has again bacons

acute and is now dangerously serious 0 Implicit in its in ray view,, is s,

potential threat to peace betvraen India and Paid.star. As Secretary-Ganeral9

iny primary concern in this paper azid at this stags is necessarily -with the

eurrent breaches of the Ceass-Fire Agreement and the CFLo No effort, is

made here to assess the political background of the problem or the possible

\
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root eaws@9 of the recent musuaUy large ntxraber of violations of the CFL0

Thus, references to the political factors in the broad Kashmir issue, past

and present, and political assessments or judgements are avoided here0

Though fully aisare of the political factors and their implications9 I cannot

presume to be a political arbiter and I sachet? that role<> It is enough to

say that, for whatever reasons, the Ceases-Fire Agreement entered into by the

parties at Karachi on 29 July 1949$ thus realising an objective of Security

Council resolution S/726 of 21 August 19A#j is now definitely in jeopardy,,

Moreover, it seems to me that the quiet which would result from mutual

observance of the Cease-Fire would afford the most favorable elimst® in

which to seek a resolution of political differences*,

The United Nations maintains UKMOGIP *d.th its 45 Observers along the

CFL of almost 500 miless about half of which ia in high snountains and is

very difficult of ace@es0 UHMCGIP exercises th© quite limited function of

observing and reportinĝ  inTOstigating complaints f«aa either party of

violations of the GEL and the Cease-Fir© and submitting the rasultaafc findings

on those investigations to ©ach party and to the Secretary-Generals and keeping

the Seerstary-General informed in general on tha -my in which the Csass-Fire

Agreement ia being koptc. Because the role of UWMOQIP appears frequently

to be mistmd@rstooda it bears emphasis that the operation has no authority or

function entitling it to enforce or prevent, or to try to ©asnre that the C@as©=>

Fire is respeetedo Its •very presenc© in the area, of eotars@<> acts to some

extent as a deterrent <> The Secretary-General exercises responsibility for the

supervision and administrative control of the UNMOGIP operation and it is in

this context in particular that this memorandum is deemed advisable0



There has been a disturbing increase in the number of incidents

involving violations of the CFL since the beginning of 1965= In mid-June

of this year, for examplee General Niramo reported that during the previous

five months., a total of 2,231 complaints from both' sides charging -violation

of the Cease-Firs had been submitted to UNMOGIP. Most of these involved

firing across the CFL, although some concerned crossings of the Line by

armed msn. As of that date, 377 violations in all categories had been

confirmed by investigations of the Observers, 213 of vihich were committed

by Pakistan and 159 by India* Some of these violations took the' form of

"heavy and prolonged firing" from weapons up to the caliber of field

artillery,, Among the most serious of the violations was one that occurred

±n May of this year when Indian troops in battalion strength attacked and

captured Pakistan positions in the Kargil area of Kashmir and remained in

occupation of them. In the interest of preserving the CFL, I appealed to

the Government of India to withdraw its troops from the Pakistan side of

the Line. On assurance from me that UH Observers \irould henceforth be

stationed on both sides of the Line in that area, which India considered

strategically vital to the security of the Srinagar~Lah EoadP the Government.

of India agreed to do so and in due course the Indian troops were idthdrawii;}

thus closing the matter and making mneeessary any further consideration of

a repprt on it to the Security Gouncilo Subsequently, there ware some

military attacks on the road by armed elements from the Pakistan aide.

The current serious trouble affecting the Cease-Fire and the CFL in

Kashmir dates from 5 August 1965S and consists of a large number ef

violations of the CFL by crossings of the Line, by firing across it Kith

artillery pieces, and by th® occupation of positions on the wrong side of



the Line* General Hisaao, the Chief Military Observer of UMMOG1PS has been

sending the United Nations Headquarters daily cables on the incidents that

have been occurring as reported to hims together with as much confirmed

information as possible on the basis of the investigations of specific

incidents by United Nations Military Observers0 The investigationsg

being conducted on the spot, require time, of course, particularly sinee

some of the places are very difficult of access, fighting is going on and

roads are sometimes closed by military order0 UMKOGIP has never before

been called upon to cope with such a great number of simultaneous violations

of the CFL. The adequacy of the present number of Observers and of their

function may have to bs re-appraised in the light of experiences since 5

Augusta

General Mmrno has indicated to me that the series of violations that

began on 5 August have been to a considerable extent in the form of armed

men, generally not in uniforms, crossing th© GFL from the Pakistan sid©

for the purpose of amed action on the Indian sideo This is a conclusion

reached by General Niimao on the basis of investigations by the United

Nations Observerŝ , in th© light of the exbensiveness and character of the

raiding activities and their proximity to the CFL^ even though in most

cases the acttaal identity of those engaging in the armsd attacks on the

Indian side of the Lin© and their actual crossing of it could not be verified

by direct observation or evidence. As regards violations by artillery s

there VJES heavy and prolonged artillery fire across the Line from the

Pakistan side in the Chamb/Bhimber area on 15-16 August, and on 19 and 26

August the town of Punch was shelled from the Pakistan side9 some of the



shells hitting ths building oceupied by UN Military Observers*, Pakistan

artillery again shelled the town of Punch on 28 August* There was an

exchange of artillery fire between the Uri sector on the Indian side and

the Chakothi sector on the Pakistan side on 14 August. Alsoj, it has been

confirmed and reported oh 25 August that Indian artillery shelled the

village of Awan, in Pakistan, five miles from the CFL in the BhiiJiba? sector0

It ia likewise confirmed that as of 24 August armed eleaents from Pakistan

were still occupying Indian positions (pickets) north of Mandi in the Punch

Sector of the CFL. On the other hands it is confirmed by both UN Observers

and official Indian sources that on 15 August, Indian Array troops re-occupied

the Pakistan positions in the Kargil area and have remained there| Indian

Army troops on 24 August supported by artillery occupied and retain Pakistan

positions in the Tangdhar-Nauseri (Tithwal) arsaj vMle on 27/28 August.,

Indian artillery shelled the area north of Punch on the Pakistan side and

Indian troops crossed the CFL in the Uri~Bedos! area» It has bssn confirmed

that Indian troops have reached the Hayi Pir Pass vMch is five niiles on the

Pakistan side of the CFL on the* Uri-Punch road. Each instance of violation

is protested by the UM Observers who demand that troops on the wrong sid© of

the Line be ydthdra-mo

An annotated list of complaints of incidents of violation that have been

investigated thus far by the Obs<3rverss as reported to me by General Kiraaô ,

is appended to this paper. Also appended is a map of Jamim and Kashmir

shotting the approximate CFL.

On the morning of 9 August, a cable was received from General Nimrao

naming that the situation was deteriorating along the CFL, On the

basis of this report, I saw the Representative of Pakistan at 12030 hours

on that day, and asked him to convey to his GoveHnsent my very serious

concern about the situation that ŵas developing in Kashmir., involving



ths crossing of the GPL .from the Pakistan side by ambers of amed. men

and their attacks on Indian radiitsry positions on the Indiaa side

of the L&BSj, asd also rbgr strong appeal tfeat the GFL b© observed, 2&at

sasse artss-nooa I sassr t&e Bepresentstiv© of ladia, toM him of the

infonaation £ laad received from Qe&eral SUmo and of the d&oare&e

E fesd made to fee Goverissent of Jfe2dstaa? sad aslsed hia to eoanrey to

bis ®ov@3rosaent igy urgeat appeal for rests-slat as s^gards aay j^etaliatoj'y

actioa frcaa t^ieir side* la subse^ient days? I yepeatsd these appeals

orally for treasaaiseioa to the two Goverfflzsents^ askisg also that all

peysoiussl of either party still remaining oa tlie ^ra^oiag side of tfce Line

be withdrawn to its otm sid@. 1 ha.ire not obtained fro® tfee Oov@rim€^t

of Pakistan any asstiraace that the Sease«3?ire and tlae €FL td.ll b@

respec^d hencefor^i or that efforts woiiLd be ©xerfesd to restoi^ coaditioas

to aorrn^I eloag tbat MnSo I did reesiv® sseurane© from the Soven&meat

of Sadia^ conveyed orally by t&sir Itepreseatativ® at 1&e Usitsd iSfatioas^

that India wouM act -sitii restrsiat ^?ith regard to any retaliatory acts

®ad tfill respect iSje Cease-Fire Agreement sad the ©L if PaMstaa does

likewise o In the zosaatime, rsports from OBS3QJP as of 50 Aiz®ast

indicate a contimmtioa of violations of tha Cease-Fir© and the €FL from botla

sideso

In view of tfes contisuisg d@t@riorsticn in tlse sitoation as of 16

Au^jst., I gstre consideration to a further step in the form of © draft

about the Cease-Fire violations wMch ^Tas desired for public ralease,,

!Ba© draft was tended to i&e two Egpreseatatiiras to "oe transaatted for

information of their govemments0 Both governments reacted promptly,,

Sae GoveyaE^at of India had so objection to t&e releas© of tfee

Imt at first wished certain modifications whieto., ia psrt at least, I
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• regarded as tazsaeosptablSo She dowssiESBt of Pakistan ^as strongly ssgative

about the statement in general cm the grounds that it favoured Indie in that

it dealt only with t&e current cease-fire situation «it&oui presenting

the political Ifege&ground of the broad issue sod thws was lacking ia balance,

siaee a cease-fire aloae assorts the statais ^^ to 3M1&" s benefito

Weighing earefully all eor^iderataoas^, 1 ®egs@ to tlie conclusion that

a public statesasat by the Secretary-^sassal at that time would serve no

constructive purpose sad M^t well do mom hazm than good. % first sad

priiessy objective had to be to see. the fighting end rather than indieting or

denouncing say party for starting and continuing it» I thcu^it it ml^at be

helpful to &&&© aBO-aer quiet effort toward achieving o'bserv&sce of the

Cease-Fire fchrou^i a net? approach to tfee t^o gov©5?ssBaiat30

gave ttjcnaght to the possibility of seeding urgently to the area a

Bspresentatlve of the SecriBtaiy-Qenes^al for the purpose of meeting asai

talking with appropriate authorities of the ttro govesmEsnts aad

^EBSO; coaveyisg to the govenaaents Eiy v@^sr ssslc ŝ coacern about the

situaticsaj and ©splosdtjg ^it& taiesa iwajre ana i&eaas of preventing any

furtlie? deterioration in that situatloa end regaining cpaiet along the GEL.

If such a mission had materialised., I had it in mind to ask Eteo Balph J.

Bunche9 Vteder-Seeretary for Special Political .Affairs^ to xmderfcafe ito

idea va$ broached by as informlly to tise teo parties on August 2Ofeh0

subsequent responses of the goveSBjaents^ vM3j@ not negative., involved

in each case conditions fthieh, in my vSoWj, would s@ks the mission sot

feasible at this tims and therefore I abandoned ito
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As a further and imaediate step, however, on 23 August I asked General

Niauno to corne promptly to United Nations Headquarters for consultation with

me about the situation in Kashmir, and he arrived in Mew York from Srinagar

on the 26th. Consideration of other efforts that I might :nake will be in the

light of the discussions with General Nlmao,,

General îmmo's reports on the recent incidents are now being received

in sections and raore are to follow as the ililitary Observers conclude their

investigations of specific incidents. The report will not be complete

until the conclusion of the investigations of all of the Cease-Fire and CFL

violations that have occurred since 5 August, and which still continue,,

The procedure that has been followed is for General Mirnmo to submit the

reports of the investigations of each incident and the Observers' findings

fixing blaiae, to each party, confidentially, and to send copies to rae,

without any public disclosure„ This procedure, which has been found to be in

the best interest of the effective functioning of MIOGIP, is being continued„

Reports received in the past few days tell of continuing violations

of the CFL both by crossings of the Line and by artillery fire over it»

Restoration of the Cease-Fire and a return to normal conditions along

the CFL can be achieved only under the following conditions:

lo A willingness of both parties to respect the Agreement they have

entered into0

20 A readiness on the part of the Goverraaent of Pakistan to take

effective steps to prevent crossings of the CFL from the Pakistan side by

arnted -men, whether or not in uniform,,

3o Evacuation by each party of positions of the other party now

occupied and 'withdrawal of all arned personnel of each party to its own
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side of the Line, which would include ti.e wither;.--,'?.! once more of Indian

troops from Pakistan, positions in the Karjjil arsa0

A-o A halt by both parties to the firing across the CFL that has been

occurring from both sides in some sectors with artillery and. smaller guns»

5o A-llovdag full freedom of inove-aent amcl access to UK Observers by

both parties on both sides of the Line0



30 August

jgTTHt_DAygD_ 30 AyGUST...lg6g_.FRQM _THE CHIEF r̂ MIM

OF UNMOGIP TO THE SECRET.'vHY-GHMSRAL

to you herewith an annolat sd list of recent incidents
affeeting the Gease-Pir© and the GPL in Kashmir.. This list eosprises
only ineMefflts on which eoasplaints have been submitted asserting
violation of the Cease-Fire and the CFL between 5 and 30 August 1965
and which havts been investigated and reported upon prior to 30 Augjst;
The list is by no means complete in the sense that In ihe stated period
there have been many m@re complaints of incidents submitted by fo&th
parties which the Observers have not yet been able to invest!gate.-
Th® annotations, on the list have been compiled from the information
thws far submitted in mj letters to you described as sections I througfi
IV and in agr eabled messages -, The investigations of incidents continue
and I shallo of sonarses ksep you informed of their results,, To asy great
regret^ ineideaita are also continuing-.

As you will note0 the investigations3 which often have to be
carried out in extremely difficult cireonsstaases and at varying lengths
of tiis.® aftes* the paiftisular aetion has oecurr-xl,, have in general not
yet been able to verifys either through observation or direct evidence,
the identity of those responsible for the action and participating in
its or whether and to rfiat extent there had been in faet a crossing
of the CFLn

Li-General
Chief Military

UNMOGIP



AHMOTATgD_LIST OF THOSa INCIDENTS SINCE 5 AUGUST 1965 WHICH HA?E BSEH

NATIONS OBSERVERS PRIOR TO 30 AUGUST

Incident of 5 August' in the Galufehi sector @a the Indian aid® of the CFL

On 5 August^ an Indian patrol was attacked by a group estimated
at about ?0 asr-aied men at a point BSQQO yards froia the CFL,

'The attaekers abandoned a quantity of amsj, aasnunition and equipment0

UN Observers <gonfirm@d the attack had taken plase.9 but could not
determine with certainty the identity of the attaekers and in particular
whether any of theia had com© froia across the CFL,; although it was
presumed that they did,,

The casualties se@nbyth@ Observers included; 3 Indian soldiers

laeident of 5/6 August in the Bar-amula sector on the Indian side.

On the night of §/6 August;, a clash took plae© .In the Gujjaarg area
between an Indian patiral end a group of armed men, whos after firing
at the patyo 1 , diseagagedj leading behind a quantity of arms9 animisMtioB
airad

Investigation i
UK Cfeser̂ ers saw the abaiftdoaed materials and no-ted that the weapons

had their markings seratehed off D

Incidents ''of' 7/8 August in the Galuthi sectoi' on thei Indian _side

Mature t
On the night of 7/0 August^ attacks* were ©arried out by armed groups

on 2 Indian battalion headquarters and 8 pickets „ all located from
3 to 6 miles from the CFL0

Th® raiders abandoned a quantity of .arms? assajnitionj, equipment
and leaflets sailing the people of Kashmir to "holy war" 3

Observers ©onfirmed that the attacks had taken plas®, but could not
determine with c©rtainty the identity of the raiders and in particular
whether amgr of them had som® from across the GFLj, although it was presumed
that they did0

The easiaaltie® seem by the Observers in©lud(gs 1 Indian soldier
wounded â jd 4 raiders killed „



Incidents of 7/8 August in the Baraimla sector on the Indian sid@

On the night of 7/8 August,9 attacks were carried out by aimed groups
©n 5 bridgeŝ  2 formation headquarters and 6 pickets., all loeated
between 2 to 1? miles from the CFLP

Th® raiders abandoned a quantity of arses and assnunition0 Two
raiders were captured by the Indian foress* x.

UN Observer© confirmed the attacks had taken pla@e0
The casualties of the attacks ssea by the observers includeds

13 Indian soldiers killed., 12 Indian soldiers wouMed and 1 Indian
policeman wounded^ 1 raider killed and 1 wounded,,

The Observers interviewed one of the captured raiders.9 who stated
that he was a soldier of the 16 Asad Kashmir infant̂  battalion asad
that th'® raiding party was ©omposed of about 300 soldiers of his
battalion and 100 "zsujahids" (armed civilians trained in guerilla

M Observers noted that some of the materials said to have been
abandoned by the raiders were manufactured in Pakistan,,

Ineidents of J/B.August in the Jamma sector ®n the Indian gid©

Natures
On the night ©f 7/8 Augtist_n attaekswere earried out by armed groups

on 2 Indian battalion headquarters# 2 and 6 Eailes from the CFL0

The raiders abandoned some arms and ammunition*

Investigations
UN Observers eonfimed the attacks had tahsn plae©s but could not

determine with certainty the identity of the raiders and in particular
whether any ©f t hem had e©ms from across the G.FLS although this was
believed t© be the

Th© casualties seen by UK Observers included: % Indian soldiers
killed and 5



Incidents of 7/8 August in the Naushera sector &n the Indian sid@

Matures
On the night of 7/8 August9 attacks were carried out by armed

groups on on® petrol oil and lubricant dump-, one battalion headquarters
and 2 pickets3 all located 4P000 to 10,,000 yards from the CFL»

The raiders abandoned a quantity of arms and a^mraniiion-

Investigationi
UN Observers confirmed the atta@ks had taken place,, but could not

determine with ©ertainty the identity of the raiders and in particular
whether any of them had come froa across the CFL5 although it was
thought that they hado

" N.

Incidents in the Punch sector on the Indian Bid® beginning on 7/8 August

On the night of 7/8 Augustp a group of raiders attacked an Indian
picket 14 miles northeast of Punch,, In later attacks,, large groups
of raiders occupied the town of Mandi and. several pickets in the area-

Indian troops re~@aptured Mandi on 12 August and oontinraed their
drive against the raiders0

Investigation s
UN Observers confirmed most of the reported fightingo The number

of raiders was estimated to exceed I0000c- The available evidence
indicated that some of the raiders must have eonte from across the CFL-

As of 24 August,, the raiders were still holding some Indian pickets
north of Maudi* The situation was still confused and UN Observers were
unable to visit some of the areas ©oncemed because of continuing
hostilities and closed roads.,.

8, Incidents of 10 August in the Kargil sector on the Indian aid©

Mature;
On 10 August,, attacks were carried out by small armed groups on

2 bridges and on© picket ̂ 6=8 miles from the CFL.,

Investigation g
UN Observers @onfirmed the attacks had taken place„

The casualties seen by the Observers included? 5 Indian soldier©,
2 Indian policemen and 1 raider killed; five Indian soldier® and
one Indian army porter wouMedo

The dress worn by the dead raider was similar to th® uniforms ©f
Pakistan frontier corps of scout®„



Kotli sector 01 the Pakistan s\.< i

Matures
On 12 August̂ , Iralian troops fired 3̂ 7" hoî its-.er artillery at the

Mendhar area,, 1 mile on the Pakistan side of th© CFLr A br-:ld^>
was damaged o

This action was confirmed by UJ3 Observers 0

10̂ . In@ld@nts of 13 Augasfc in th@ Earasnula sector on the Irediaa aidgs .

Matures
On 13 August, the Izidian picket at Wavgamj, 12 soiles From the

was attacked by a group estiiaa-tad at about. 40 men.: lateFj. the convoy
evacuating the Mounded from ̂ augam was aaibushed,

Investigations
UN Observers confirmed the attacks had taken place but could nefc

determine with certainty the Identity of the raiders and in particular
whether any of them had come fjrom across the CFL,. although this ̂s.s
believed to be the case«

The casualties in those attacks were said to be 10 soldiers killed
and 23 wounded on the Indian' sid©^ The Observers saw and interrogated
22 of the wounded soldiers „

11 r. Incidents of Hq. August in the Barafflula/DojBej.__3eetgĵ

Mature;
On 14 August,, the Uri area (7 miles on Indian sid© of the CFL) was

shelled fey Pakistan artillery fr®m th® Chakothi area (12 miles on the
Pakistan sM© of the CFL)0

Indian artillery returned the fire later,.

Investigations

UN Observers ©onfirmed the shelling from both sideac

12 n Ineidenfcs of 14/15 August in the Skardu/Kargil sectors .jgn,.̂ Lf ... ?1 jll-§

On the afternoon of 14 August, Indian isroops fired with 120 nan rsoriars
across the CFL in the Dalunang area,,

On 15 Augustj, Indian troops crossed the CFL and occupied 3 Pakistan
positions near the Linep northeast of &argi]U

Investigations
These aetioas were eonfirmed by UN Observers o



13- In̂ idsnt® in the Ja^Bi/BhiB3ber_segtc»rg^ gn_the Indiar-
on 14 August

On 14 Augmsfe, armed elements fi'oai the Pakistan side allegedly
the CFL in the Chamb area and psnetrated up to 1 mils on t&e

Indian sid© of the Line* Indian positions along the CFL were subjeetesl
to he&wj artillery and mortar fire fron the Pakistan sid© om,

August, Th® attacking forces captured 9 Indian positions oa

As of 26 Augustj, the Indian forees had reportedly recaptured ?
pickets' and (Continued their counter-attack with artillery support.,,

Investigation s
UN Observers confirmed the shelling of Indian positions and considerable

fighting in the areas

On 1§ and 17 August^ the Observers saw at a hospital in
62 Indian soldiers wouaded during the î cidesiis and. wera told tha
were more casualties „

The Observers were unable to investigate most of the alleged attacks
on the spot because of continuing hostilities? „

14-5 Incidents of 15 August in the JaBmM sector on IheJCgdian

Nature;
On 15 August p an armed group raided the tillage of Raj pur s 5 miles

on the IiMiian sid© ©f the Pakistan/Janaau border^

11 villagers were reportedly killed and 4 wound ecL

UN Gfoserver® confirmed the attacks;, bufe could not determine th@
identity of the raiders and in particular whether any of them had eora®
from across the CFL9 although this was the presumption-

Incident of 16 August in the Galuthi sector on the Indian sid®

On 16 August̂ , a convoy of Indian vehicles, civilian buses and one
UN Jeep was fired upon with 2" mortars* rocket launchers and small arms
on the maiira road from Punch to Galuthi,

Investigations
UN Observers confirmed the incident.,

They saw 8 Irsdian soldiers kil3.eds 7 v/ouraied and 3 vehicles destroyed
by bullet and grenades„ The UK jeep was hit "bj bullets-



Incident of 18/19 August in the Kayail.sector on the Indian sid©

On the night of 18/19 August^ an armed group attacked aa Indian
battalion headquarters and an adjacent road construction camp.

The attackers abandoned a quantity of equipment„

Investigation s
The attaek was confirmed by UH Observers„

The casualties seen by the Observers included! 2 road construction
workers killed and 2 wounded*

Incident of 19 August in the Punch sectoron_the^ Indian side

Natures
On 19 August̂ , Pakistan field artillery fired 25 pounder shells aeross

the CFL on the airfield and the hospital at Punch0

Investigations
UK Observers confirmed the shelling.

They were told by the Pakistan ©cunmarai that this liiaited action was
necessary because *he airfield was being used by Indian aircraft to
direct Indian artillery fire against Pakistan positions and that the
hospital was hit by accident0

Insideat of 2k Augast in Pakistan near the Bhimber sector

On 24 August̂ , Indian artillery shelled the village of Awasa ia Pakistan
lj.000 yards south of Pakist:3.n-Kashmir border and 5 miles west of the
GPL in the Bhimber sector0

Irorestigatioffis
UN Observers eonfirmsd the shelling?

19° Incident of 2U August in the Baramula/Domel sectors on the Pakistan sid©

Mature?
On 2k August, Indian troops supported by artillery, crossed the CFL

and occupied Pakistan positions in the Tangdhar/Nauseri (Tithwal) area-,

Investigation=
UN Observers confirmed this action,

The attack was admitted by the Indian local commander who claimed
that Pakistan forces had attacked first.



20r lacddeafe ©f 24 August in the Baranaila sgetô on jhg_,Indiaii sid-%

It was reported on 24 August that in a clash at the Chor PaaUl pass
6 miles on the Indian sid© of the GFLy Indian troops had killed
21 "intruders" r.

UN Observers visited the site of the elash and sa» 9 bodies dressed
In green "selwa" shirts and "Kamiz18 trousersc The clothing aM general
appearance of the bodies led the. Observers to believe that they weir©
those of Azad Kashmir

Incident of 26 August in fche Puneh sector ®n the Indian sid@

Nature g
SSPS* ef ife® tewst of

The shelling wag sonfirmed by UN Observersa

Incidents of 27/28 August in the Pttnch/Hagalakot sector on the Pakistan aid®

Matures
On 27/2B August, Indian artillery in. the Punch area fired 2$=pounder

shells at the Pakistan sid@ aeross the GPL north of

Indian troops crossed the CFL from the t'ri area into the Bedori area
on the Pakistan side of the Line*

•UN Observerg ©onfirmed these aetions-,

As of 29 August,, Indian troops had repartedljr reached the Haji Pir Pass,
miles on the Pakistan sid® of the CFL on the

23, Bicidenfc of 28 August la the Punch sector on th® Indian sid®

Mature;
Qa 28 Augusts Pakigtaa artillery ©helled the area of the

Paneli for

Investigations
This action was confirmed by UN Observers.,
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